As one of our greatest guiding Avatars for the Earth, Saint Germain is powerfully assisting Humanity and especially the mission of Planetary Light Servers as we ascend this planetary body. He is credited with facilitating this Violet Ray, its Fire and Flames to the modern world which has accelerated the human’s ability to progress through their soul evolution to attain their freedom through ascension. Together with his Twin Flame, the Ascended Lady Master Portia, he is the great sponsor of Freedom’s Flame, while Portia is the sponsor of the Flame of Justice. Saint Germain has his own dispensation and student body of "I AM" students. Referred to as the God of Freedom, we may call his Love to strengthen us with the qualities of freedom, mercy, forgiveness, ceremony, justice and alchemy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office in Hierarchy:</th>
<th>Also known as:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Chohan of the Seventh Ray</td>
<td>• God of Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hierarch of the Aquarian Age</td>
<td>• &quot;Uncle Sam&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Keeper of the Flame of Freedom</td>
<td>• Chohan of the Seventh Ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Keeper of the Violet Ray</td>
<td>• Lord of the Seventh Ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hierarch of the Aquarian Age</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Divine Qualities:**
- Freedom
- Mercy
- Forgiveness
- Ceremony / Sacred Ritual
- Justice
- Alchemy

**Also known as:**
- God of Freedom
- "Uncle Sam"
- Chohan of the Seventh Ray
- Lord of the Seventh Ray
- Hierarch of the Aquarian Age

**Music Keynote**
- Tales from the Vienna Woods

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divine Ray &amp; Sacred Fire:</th>
<th>Retreats:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Violet Flame, Violet Ray</td>
<td>• Cave of Symbols, Table Mountain, near Jackson Hole, Wyoming USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Purple Flame, Purple Ray</td>
<td>Beloved Saint Germain also uses:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The Retreat of The Great Divine Director:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Rakoczy Mansion in Transylvania, Romania (This Retreat is the Focus of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freedom for Europe. On the etheric plane, there has been established there a Sacred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temple of the Maltese Cross)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The Royal Teton Retreat at the Grand Teton, Jackson Hole, Wyoming, U.S.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The Cave of Light in India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Angels:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Angels of the Violet Flame</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Angels of the Violet Ray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Angels of Freedom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Angels of the Maltese Cross</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beloved Saint Germain also uses:
- The Retreat of The Great Divine Director: The Rakoczy Mansion in Transylvania, Romania (This Retreat is the Focus of Freedom for Europe. On the etheric plane, there has been established there a Sacred Temple of the Maltese Cross)
- The Royal Teton Retreat at the Grand Teton, Jackson Hole, Wyoming, U.S.A.
- The Cave of Light in India

---
Past Incarnations:

- Ruler of a Golden Age civilization in the area of the Sahara Desert 70,000 years ago
- High priest on Atlantis approximately 13,000 years ago, serving in the Order of Lord Zadkiel in the Temple of Purification, located where the island of Cuba now is
- Hesiod, circa 700 B.C., Greece. Poet whose writings serve as a major source for knowledge of Greek mythology and cosmology
- Prophet Samuel, 11th century B.C. Religious leader in Israel who served as prophet, priest, and last of the Hebrew judges
- Plato, 427 - 347 B.C., Greece. He studied with students of Pythagoras in Crotona and scholars in Egypt. He established his own school of philosophy at the Academy in Athens.
- Saint Joseph, 1st century A.D., Nazareth. Husband of Mary and Guardian of Jesus
- Saint Alban, late 3rd or early 4th century A.D., town of Verulamium, renamed St. Albans, Hertfordshire, England. He was the first martyr in England. He had sheltered a fugitive priest, became a devout convert to Christianity, and was put to death for disguising himself as the priest so he could die in his place.
- Proclus, circa 410 - 485 A.D., Greece. The last major Greek Neoplatonic philosopher, who headed the Platonic Academy in Athens and wrote extensively on philosophy, astronomy, mathematics, and grammar
- Merlin, England. Assisted King Arthur (503 - 579 A.D.), at Camelot and inspired the establishment of the Order of the Knights of the Round Table
- Roger Bacon, circa 1220 - 1292 A.D., England. Philosopher, educational reformer, and experimental scientist; forerunner of modern science renowned for his exhaustive investigations into alchemy, optics, mathematics, and languages Organizer behind the scenes for the Secret Societies in Germany in the late 14th and early 15th centuries A.D. The creation of a fictional character named "Christian Rosenkreuz" was apparently inspired by his efforts.
- Christopher Columbus, 1451 - 1506 A.D. Believed to have been born in Genoa, Italy and settled in Portugal. Discovered America in 1492 during first of four voyages to the New World sponsored by King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of Spain
- Francis Bacon, 1561 - 1626 A.D., England. Philosopher, statesman, essayist and literary master, author of the Shakespearean plays, father of inductive science and herald of the scientific revolution. Sir Francis Bacon made it appear that he died on Easter Sunday 1626, and he even attended his own "funeral" in disguise. He traveled secretly to Transylvania (now part of Romania) to the Rakoczy Mansion, where he
continued preparations for his physical Ascension under the direct training of the Master R (Great Divine Director). He had incarnated in that area a number of times in previous lifetimes and felt particularly at home there. Since Francis Bacon was sighted in the area at various times over the following decades, some local people speculated that he might be a member of the Rakoczy family (possibly related to Prince Ferenc Rakoczy II of Transylvania). Finally on May 1, 1684 He attained His physical Ascension. Not wanting to leave humanity in the physical octave without His direct visible assistance, He asked the Karmic Board for a special Dispensation to allow Him to function publicly in a physical tangible body among embodied mankind - even though he was already an Ascended Master. He was granted His request, and reappeared as:

- Le Comte de Saint Germain, the "Wonderman of Europe" in the 18th and 19th centuries A.D.. He developed a reputation of being an outstanding alchemist, scholar, linguist, musician, artist and diplomat. He worked behind the scenes to try to establish a United States of Europe and to prevent the bloodshed of violent revolution. His powers included bilocation, appearing at court and then dissolving his form at will, removing flaws from diamonds and other precious stones, and precipitating an elixir that prevented aging. He was also ambidextrous and could compose simultaneously a letter with one hand and poetry with the other, or two identical pieces of writing with each hand. He visited Marie Antoinette and her intimate friend, Madame d'Adhémar, who later wrote the story of his abilities as an Adept, and that he had warned of the coming debacle and death of the king and queen. He also worked behind the scenes with George Washington and Benjamin Franklin to establish the United States of America.

Ascended Master Saint Germain is now known as "The God of Freedom" for the Earth and, since May 1, 1954, the Hierarch for the "Dawning Golden Age" in this current Aquarian Age cycle. The name "Saint Germain" is the name that Francis Bacon chose as his Ascended Master name upon his physical Ascension from the Rakoczy (Rákóczi) Mansion in Transylvania. It comes from the Latin Sanctus Germanus, meaning "Holy Brother".—Ascension Research Center.

St. Germain's current role is to help bring enlightenment to humanity in order to help Earth progress to the next evolutionary level, and also to bring about the manifestation of the Higher Rays onto Earth. This includes the planning for and guidance of those currently incarnated who are working with these Rays as ascended Beings who have chosen to live here in physical embodiment.—Innerlightworkers UK.

Divine Mission

From: Inner Lightworkers / UK
Germain's main task now is in working under the direction of the Mahachohan as a bridge to enable humanity and the Earth to access the Higher Rays on our path to Ascension. In association with all the Angelic Hosts he is a representative of the 12 Solar Hierarchies, heading the 1st division and the lessons brought through the constellation of Aquarius. ... St. Germain remains the Keeper of the Violet Flame of Transmutation, which works with violet Light and the Violet Flame, and is also keeper of the Flame of Freedom. He and his twin flame, the Lady Portia hold and keep the balance of Freedom and Justice for us through the bridging point, attribute and gift of Divine Mercy, for at one end of the scale you could have total freedom, which might result in chaos and anarchy, and at the other you could have total justice, which might result in dictatorship and oppression. Applying both with Mercy keeps each in balance with the other, hopefully bringing out the positive and beneficial aspects of each. **Germain's current role is to help bring enlightenment to humanity in order to help Earth progress to the next evolutionary level, and also to bring about the manifestation of the Higher Rays onto Earth. This includes the planning for and guidance of those currently incarnated who are working with these Rays as ascended Beings who have chosen to live here in physical embodiment.**
THE VIOLET FLAME OF FREEDOM

You are as my beloved amethysts, and it is to you that I give the gem that bears this name. Hold it in your hand and look deep within its bounds to the violet flame within burning at its heart. Feel the Light and warmth emanating from the surface, and become aware of the power and intensity of the flame within. For it is this flame that will bring you freedom, and through teaching others about the flame you may bring them theirs. Place the gem now within your heart centre, that it may cleanse and release you of all debts, burdens and karmic ties that prevent you from realising yourselves as True sons and daughters of God. This gift is given by Divine Decree, and is for you to use to quicken your growth and transformation at this time of vital importance for the World. Let its Light remind you of your task, and awaken you again to remember your place within those Legions of Light, the Enlightened Ones, who made such plans for the Earth, her people and their ascension all those ages ago. May the Light and Love of God go with you, and the Flame of Freedom burn always in your heart. I AM St. Germain.— Inner Lightworkers/UK
Portia, Goddess of Justice and Goddess of Opportunity

GODDESS OF JUSTICE & GODDESS OF OPPORTUNITY

*Photo: The Goddess of Justice Copyright © Therese Emmanuel Grey.

Portia is a lady master and the twin flame of Saint Germain, who after thousands of years of service to life on the seventh ray of freedom, justice and mercy, earned the title of Goddess of Justice and Goddess of Opportunity. Beloved Portia serves on the Karmic Board and holds the scales of justice. These scales, held in Ancient Egypt by the Goddess Ma'at, symbolize the perfect balance of spiritual understanding of the Divine Mother who gives to her children the perfect apportionment of mercy blended with justice. Portia has counseled individuals to maximize the opportunity of their given life before they come into embodiment.

Portia ascended home to God before discord began to manifest on earth, and she remained in the Great Silence for a long time, holding the balance for her embodied twin flame. When Saint Germain, embodied as Francis Bacon, wrote The Merchant of Venice under his pen name Shakespeare, he inserted her name into the play. In 1939, Portia stepped out of Nirvana to directly help Saint Germain, now ascended, with his efforts to bring forth the IAM teachings to America and the world.
I have stood in the Great Hall in the Great Central Sun. I have petitioned the Lords of Karma to release Dispensation after Dispensation for the Sons and Daughters of God and, yes, for the Torch Bearers of The Temple. Countless times I have come to your assistance with a release of Violet Flame sufficient to clear all debris from your consciousness. Numberless times I have engaged the Love of my Heart to embrace you, to comfort you, to assist you when you have not known which way to turn.

I merely ask you to keep the watch, to hold fast to the Heart Flame of your own God Presence, to understand that your first allegiance is to the Mighty I AM. That you have no other Gods before the I AM THAT I AM. That you understand that to enter into a relationship with the Heart of Saint Germain requires that you likewise enter into a correct relationship with my Anointed Messengers. That you not speak ill of your brothers and sisters on the Path. That you hold them in the high esteem of the Office of their Christhood. That you cultivate the ability to see beyond the momentary travails of their own maya and illusions. That you keep the watch with your brothers and sisters whenever there is a need to hold the balance for returning karma. That by the Violet Flame you clear away the human debris, which might otherwise create such burden as to drown a lifestream beneath the karmic wave. That you follow my example and cultivate an understanding and compassionate Heart.

Is this too much to ask? Throughout the ages, every Fellowship of the Brotherhood operating in the physical octave has been called to perform those selfsame acts of kindness, consideration, honor, and respect that transcend human ability. You are beginning to understand more and more of the Profound nature of the Office of your Christhood. You know what is required to engage the Heart — the Sacrifice, the Wisdom and, yes, the surrender to the Will of God. Likewise, will you afford your brothers and sisters their own similar opportunity to rise God Victorious in all things presented to them by their Presence, by their Ascended Master Sponsors, and by the covering cherubim who attend to the altar of their Heart? Will you not afford them the grace and opportunity to attain their Victory? All the while holding the balance with your calls, your prayers, even your silent assistance, knowing that at some point you yourself either have been or will be assisted by that very one whom you help.

Beloved Ascended Master Saint Germain

through the Anointed Representative®, Carolyn Louise Shearer February 14, 2007, Tucson, Arizona
Reflections on Saint Germain

©/January, 2011-Rev. AliceAnn

I have been reading and studying about Saint Germain for a number of years now. As a young woman, I was deeply drawn to Merlyn, but not the idealistic Necromancer of fairytale and fantasy fiction, but the reality behind the mythos. When I first read Mary Stuart’s “The Crystal Cave”, I knew she had an insight to this man who was already a master of so many hidden and universal things; things which the common man of that day, or even this day, name as “magic”. But actually he was a deep thinker, a Being from God who carried the Flame of Freedom in his heart and in actuality all through the Ages. Germain was not the first Master who, through purification and dedication, was long-lived; the Indian poet and sage Kabir, for example, was noted to have lived for a century and a half. It’s not impossible, once one attains the Realms of Light, a heritage, again, we are all heirs to.

I suspect, Like Serapis Bey and many other Great Masters of the time of Atlantis, the realization of the Truth formed on the Inner Plane at that time; hence, the dedication and “service to God in Life and the awakened mind/heart allowed such beings of Light to consistently incarnate at will with the direct intention to bring forth the actuality of their service work. There were Twelve Sacred Temples on Atlantis, including the Temple of Truth, The Temple of Purity, and the Temple of Healing, of which Master Saint Germain was the High Priest and Keeper of the Flame of Freedom, just as Master Serapis Bey was the High Priest and Keeper of the Flame of Purity and Master Hilarion was the High Priest and keeper of the Flame of Truth. Master Saint Germain has always been associated with Archangel Tzadkiel and the Violet Flame (Violet Fire) of God’s Love and Mercy, the Flame of forgiveness; the Transmutation of all lower vibrations and misqualified energies. Additionally, Master Saint Germain holds the Flame of Freedom in association with the Violet Flame, for the transformation and upliftment of all humanity.

Saint Germain and the other Ascendeds who chose embodiment on the earthplane were part of the original Thirty-Two who came to activate the world of Ur, the planet Earth, assisting in the transition from Lemuria to Atlantis; some came in just at the juncture before the “Sky God” people came from off-world; and those beloved Beings of Light were able to establish this planet as a planet of Love, healing and purity. But all that got lost when the Atlantians decided to allow the laggard souls from the lower astral to incarnate, further complicated by the appearance of the off-worlders from a more technological and mental planet. Each of these two groups strongly swayed the Atlantians away from their Heart-felt feelings of good and God-service; and eventually there was a terrible breaking of the Universal laws, as these other technological beings developed cloning and thus reproduced many half man, half beast creatures. Thus the Atlantian high society came to an abrupt and fatal end. At that time the high priests of many of the temples chose to either leave the planet or, like Serapis Bey, Hilarion,
and Saint Germain, take their precious charges, their “Living Flames” to safety elsewhere on the Earth. And so, God seeing this, the Planetary Logos and the Councils of Light also observing, knew that these souls were great Beings of dedication and Light. This is why these High Beings of Light could consistently incarnate so strongly and do so many wonderful and powerful things for humanity.

But just like the rest of us, they lost their high ideals in incarnation after incarnation, as duality, density and the Laws of Karma took their hold. Nonetheless, they each rose above their trials and tribulations, demonstrating faithfulness, loyalty, love and service in lifetime after lifetime, sometimes even martyring themselves to save another. This reminds me of the Jataka tale about Lord Buddha, (tales written for the teachings of children), that the Lord Buddha as a rabbit, seeing a man starving in the forest, cast himself upon the pyre so that the man would have food to eat. This kind of devotion and love is unparalleled in any universe and it is what makes a Master a Master; it is what makes a Adam-Kadmen soul ready to become a master as well.

Choosing to work with Saint Germain is a loving and uplifting experience. He is not heavy-minded at all; he is light, cheerful and all-embracing. He gave the world the great I-AM teachings early on in the twentieth Century and he works on the inner planes with classes and students who he feels are ready to ascend and teach their fellowmen. So whether you see him as Germain or Merlyn, he is the same loving and vibrant Master of God’s Love and Mercy. He will help you work with the Violet Flame of Transmutation; he will come and overtlight you and ask you where you wish to send the Violet Flame to help the planet; he will give you the amethyst gift of freedom and he will give you opportunity after opportunity to find your freedom, your highest potential.

In closing let me remind you that this new Age of Aquarius is shifting from the Piscean Ray of “Devotion and Idealism” to the Aquarian Ray of “Ceremony and Magic”. This is not the magic and ceremony of pagan thinking and practice of the previous Age, but the high white magic of manifestation and the Will and Power of God in actuality of our New Jerusalem. This means that as we learn to take on our true God natures, we will again, just as in Le Murya and Atlantis remember how to co-create with God and in His Name. We will again take our place in the panoply of ascended beings who are of the Light and of the Brotherhood of Light and who are Love incarnate. God bless you all, and may you find your pathway Home quickly!—AliceAnn
Seventh Ray of Ceremonial Magic

From: The Melchizedek & Pleiadian Light Network

Ray Master: Chohan St. Germain and Lady Portia, Overlighted by Archangels Zadkiel and Amethyst, and Elohim Arcturus and Victoria; Qualities: Ritual and magic, diplomacy, freedom, strength, courtesy and self-reliance;
Color: Violet; Chakra Center: Sacral

Through this ray, you are connecting more to your Higher Light, and the Divine Unfolding Light of Mother/Father God. You are working with your dualities, and realizing that you are a Light Worker, in Service in Love to all Life. You may also need to create a more focused Spiritual routine in your everyday Life, and step into a deeper level of trust and surrender with the Divine. If you are a Light Worker setting up organizations, rituals, ceremonies and so on, trust in the Divine Unfolding of this Plan, knowing that you will be provided for on all levels, and be truly supported in your Light work. Particularly around the issue of money. You will always have enough. Once you have dedicated your Life to Service, you will always be Divinely provided for. The key here is one of integrity, and letting go of the ego consciousness. Let go and let God! For every step forward you take, your buddies of the Light take ten steps towards you!

Suggested Invocation

©/January, 2011-Rev. AliceAnn

Beloved Mighty I-AM Presence, Beloved Mother-Father god; Beloved Angels and Archangels; and all the Beings from on High that I personally acknowledge. I call especially today, to our Beloved Saint Germain and Lady Portia to come and overlight me this day; that I may bring my focus to the power and presence of my Mighty I-AM; that I may know the Living Flame of Christ within; that I may truly feel the Oneness with All That Is! I call to Archangel Michael and Archia Faith to guide me in the Wisdom of co-creating the will and power of God within and without; and, I call to Archangel Tzadkiel and Archia Amethyst to cover me through and through with their Violet Fire of Transmutation; that I may know the Love, Wisdom, and Mercy of God. I now ask you, beloved Saint Germain, to guide me in the paths and corridors of Light that I may amass the full range of my highest potential; that I may know illumined Truth, that I may grasp the Freedom Flame of I-AM Victory, and that I might come to know
Service to God in Love in this lifetime. I call to you Lady Portia, to shine your amethyst radiance upon me and teach me to balance Justice with Mercy; Opportunity with quietude; Peacefulness with right action, Truth with Compassion. O Beloved Germain and Portia, let the radiance of your Freedom Flame rain down upon me Now! I not only ask this for myself, but for all my family members, especially [name], and for all my fellow brothers and sisters on this earthplane; that we may know peace and harmony; that we may know the Goodness and the Greatness of God’s Love for us; that we may Serve God and the Brotherhood of Light in full and complete awareness of Love. I AM Light. I AM Love. I AM All that I AM. And so it is! Amen.

Prayer to Mighty Saint Germain

©/2011-Rev. AliceAnn

Beloved master Saint Germain, Lord of the Violet Fire and Freedom Flame of I-AM Victory. I call on you today to grant me the gift of your Flame of Freedom in Love and Light; that I may come to know the power and presence of my Mighty I-AM; that I may come to know, love, and serve God to my highest potential; that I may find the Victory of my Ascension; and that I may bring love, truth, compassion, wisdom, joy and hope to my fellowmen. O Great Master of so many lifetimes and experiences, I ask you to shine forth your radiance upon my beloved family/friend member [name], for this soul is in so much pain and suffering. I ask that you shine forth your radiance to his/her highest good; I send my thoughts of love and compassion to all souls who are so afflicted, and I ask for their liberation and freedom. And, as the Lady Liberty of the United States guards and protects the people of this country, I ask that you so endow the Victory and Freedom Flame for our Congress, our executive offices and our system of jurist prudence, that we may truly know harmony and peace; justice and mercy; and the wisdom of God’s Universal Law. May all the world know the balance of love and peace, justice and mercy, kindness and compassion! I thank you Beloved Germain for all your lifetimes of service and your never-ending faith in humanity. God bless you, and God bless the Earth! Amen!

Evening Prayer To Saint Germain & Lord Sananda / I-AM Temple of Life’s Victory

©/December, 2010-Rev. AliceAnn

Now as my Consciousness turns towards sleep, and my body rests this night, I call to Lord Sananda (Master Yeshua), I call to Master Saint Germain and Master Serapis Bey; I call to the Archangels in my Spiritual Company, and I ask that my Mighty I-AM Presence prepares me for this night’s journey. I ask these beloved Master-Guides to take me to the etheric realms where the I-AM Temple of Life’s Victory resides, so that I may experience the wonder and beauty of this magnificent Temple of Life, this wondrous place of the I-AM Victory for all life on this planet; so that I may experience the Freedom Flame of Divine Wisdom; and so that I may experience the Sacred White Dove of the Holy Spirit that will assist me in calling down the very many Sacred Fires of Heaven into my life and onto this earthplane. And, if I am ready, I ask to be admitted to the highest level of the Temple, so that I may further my knowledge and discipleship to “Service to God in Life”.
Notes / clarification from AliceAnn:

- I-AM Presence is your Divine Self, your God spark, your Monad
- Higher Light of the Self: is your solar Christed Self
- Overself of the Christ: is your Christ Consciousness that dwells in the Cosmic Heart/Mind of God The
  - Sacred Fire: Divine energies of Heaven that come to assist in personal & planetary ascension
  - ELOHIM: Divine Aspects of the Godhead, seated at the Left-hand of Mother-Father God’s Throne
- Archaeon: Feminine and Masculine aspects of the Archangel, working as one Unified Consciousness
  - Karmic Board: The Divine Elohim and Ascended Masters that form Earth’s Board of Justice/Mercy
- Ascended Masters: enlightened beings dedicated to serving God through the Great Brotherhood of Light
- Brotherhood of the Light: Ascended Host, Spiritual hierarchy of Earth; Elder Brothers of the human race
- Great Central Sun: Origin of all physical-spiritual creation; Cosmic Heart of God; Creator Source
- Sun Behind the Sun: Cosmic Christ; the Word by Whom the Formless was endowed with form
- Three-Fold flame of God: Love, Power and Wisdom; within our hearts, preparation for ascension
- Ascension Flame: Like all the Flames and Rays, is dual in its activity: It is the descending, conscious stream of energy from the Godhead which is drawn and sustained upon the surface of this Earth through the self-conscious cooperation of the Brotherhood at Luxor; and it is also ascending energy of the mankind of Earth, the Angelic Host imprisoned here, and all of Life that is aspiring upwards
  - Violet Flame of Transmutation: When called into action by Invocation, it starts manifesting itself, accelerating the vibratory action of the electrons which make up the atoms which compose the four lower vehicles of the individual; thus, automatically throwing off the effluvia consciously or unconsciously gathered through the ages; purified, the atoms are returned to the individual with the required specific God quality; The time required for the transmutation depends upon the amount of the effluvia, the faith with which the effort is done and the perseverance of the individual; this is a performance of Mercy, Compassion and Forgiveness, as the Violet Fire dissolves imperfect energy when accompanied with the actual feeling of Forgiveness; Forgiveness is the great alchemy through which we can draw the Blessing, of the Sacred Fire, not only on us but on all mankind
  - 7 Ray Archangels: Michael, Jophiel, Chamuel, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, & Tzadkiel
  - 4 Earthly Kingdoms: mineral, plant, animal & human
  - 7 Mighty Elohim: Divine Aspects of the Godhead, seated at the Left-hand of Mother-Father God’s Throne
- The Rays: God’s vibrational frequencies Light emanating from the Cosmic Heart of Mother-Father God
  - The 12 Planetary Rays: First Ray of Will and power; Second Ray of Love-Wisdom; Third ray of Divine Intelligence; Fourth Ray of Harmony through Conflict; Fifth Ray of Concrete Knowledge; Sixth Ray of Devotion and Idealism; Seventh Ray of Ceremonial Magic; Eighth Ray of Transcendence; Ninth Ray of Highest Potentials; Tenth Ray of Divinity; Eleventh Ray of Illumined Truth; Twelfth Ray of One Unity Consciousness
  - The six Cosmic rays, which were withdrawn just prior to the Fall of Atlantis; have been reinstated and have now been completely anchored onto the Earthplane since April 23, 1994; These 6 additional Rays are Service rays
  - 6 Cosmic Rays: Thirteenth Ray of Solar Service; fourteenth Ray of Interstellar Service; Fifteenth Ray of Galactic Service; Sixteenth Ray of Intergalactic Service; Seventeenth Ray of Intergalactic Service; Eighteenth Ray of Multi-Universal Service
Message One From Saint Germain

From: Ascension Research Center

"The Activities of the Great White Brotherhood are so diversified in their scope that it takes hundreds of Free God Beings to direct the various Lines of Force by which the progress of the race is ensured. At Shamballa you will see a steady stream of visitors passing to and from the Throne of the King, all of whom are engaged in widening the borders of God's Kingdom.

"It would be an utter impossibility for one Ascended Master to completely govern and execute the diversified activities of the Mind and Heart of God, then how much less could one unascended being attempt to so concentrate the Good that is planned for the progress of our Star (the earth) through the limited confines of a human consciousness. A moment's clear, unprejudiced thought will show the sanity of such a statement and the impossibility of such a service on the part of any one individual.

"If one unascended being could possibly provide the way and means of raising a planet and some ten billion souls to the Christ Estate, do you not think that the Avatars who have lived and who have embodied all the Christ Power of the Godhead would have performed this service? Yet, Buddha has come and gone - and even Jesus, leaving room for other lifestreams to offer the energies and talents of their individual worlds to this evolutionary scheme.

"In Our Octave, the Great White Brotherhood was formed by Sanat Kumara in order to raise the consciousness of some of the children of this planet to a point where they might become Lords of the
Flame and then engage their Life Energies in teaching other members of the race how to so emit their own Self-generated Light. It is the Nature of God to allow His children the Opportunity of becoming co-creators with Him. In fact, it is the very reason for which the worlds were formed and men and women sent forth to experiment with energy that they might have the Joy of Creation through their own self-conscious endeavors.

"When an individual, or group of individuals, refuses to allow other lifestreams an opportunity to unfold, develop and assist in the Divine Plan, such channels are not expressing the generosity of the Godhead or the Great White Brotherhood, which is constantly endeavoring to secure the enrollment and cooperation of the Sons of Men."

Beloved Saint Germain
through the Messenger, Geraldine Innocente 1953, U.S.A.
"... All of you know quite well - I presume you have experienced it - that whenever you have followed the true promptings, of your Heart, you have not made mistakes; but when you have followed the impulses of the feeling world through the intellect, you have made many mistakes. That is why mankind have drawn themselves into these limitations today, because they have believed they could depend upon the intellect, which is accretion or information that they have gathered from without. Now that is human opinion. The difference between gathering human opinions through accretion and going directly to your God Presence, the Mighty I AM, from which all Intelligence comes, is a vastly different thing, is it not?

"When you come to understand and feel you can turn your attention to this God Presence above you and, through that Ray of Light and Energy, receive Its Mighty, Directing Intelligence, Its Limitless Supply of Exhaustless Energy, then you will know you can charge your body with Its Limitless Energy, with Its Mighty, Directing Intelligence until soon no mistakes will occur in your experience of the human octave. Then will you find harmony in your feelings maintained, and the Call to the Presence will suddenly charge a momentum of Perfection into activity through your body, then into your world. You will first find a great Peace and Harmony within your feeling world; then as that grows greater you will find that reaching out into your world of action wherever you move, and everyone you contact will feel that great Peace and Harmony. Therefore, you will have no difficulty in the achievement of whatever your Heart desires, provided it is constructive, provided the motive is right. If the motive is just and good, then there is no limit to that Power that will flood forth to make you a success in whatever your Heart desires. . . ."

Beloved Saint Germain

through the Messenger, Guy Warren Ballard

January 23, 1938,  Oakland, California
Message Three from Master St. Germain

From: Ascension Research Center

"... We love to have you call Us by Name, for that assures Us of your faith in Our Reality and Our willing Ability to accomplish that which you know needs to be done for the greater Freedom of Life. Be assured that We instantly answer every such Call made in earnest sincerity to Us in the Name and Authority of the Source of all Life, the beloved I AM Presence. Such calls give Us greater Freedom to act in your human world of affairs, for We must have your calls as Our Authority to act here. You see, We have victoriously passed through every human experience, finally obeying the Divine Command to 'Come up higher! Here abide always and go out no more!'

"However, such calling into action of Our Power in supplication or decree is not nearly so efficacious in the drawing of Our Personal Radiation of Love into your worlds and those of others whom you wish to help as is the practicing in daily living of the supreme God Qualities of Courtliness, Gentleness, Purity, and Forgiving Love. This Way of Life I endeavored to establish among the crowned heads of Europe and their courts some time ago, particularly in the court of France in the days when even after My Ascension I worked from My Home in Transylvania."
"O gracious reader, learn sincerely to reverence the very Presence of Life right within your own beating heart, for it is really the Living Presence of Almighty God within you! This constancy of 'practicing the Presence of God,' as that habit gathers momentum in your world and experience, will soon completely surround and actually seal you within an Aura of Grace, Beauty, Protection, Wisdom, and the Victorious Power of Divine Love in all you undertake.

"These Qualities will saturate all your activities, making your service acceptable to your own God Presence. Such a qualification of your own life, which you may make, will be lovingly stored by that Great God Presence within your Causal Body, which is the Storehouse of the good works of your service of all ages. This abides around your beloved I AM Presence in Its Octave of expression. And into that Octave you shall one day rise when you shall have purified, loved, and served enough. And that Presence will say to you: 'It is finished! Come up higher!' Thus is the Ascension individually attained.

"I AM Grateful indeed for your gratitude and reverence for My Words to you today. They are given to you so lovingly and freely for your Comfort, Illumination, and Peace.

"I AM the Flame of Freedom Itself in Action now in My Ascended Master Estate, and I now offer to you the Full Gathered Momentum of My Lifestream's Victorious Use of that Flame all through the ages. Call that Freedom Flame, that Violet Transmuting Flame, into action every day without fail and accept thereby all it can do for you. Add to Its Power all My feeling of Its Instantaneous Action and Full Adequacy to fill every human need.

"Opportunity is now knocking at the door of your consciousness as I offer to you My Victorious Momentum of the Ages in the use of the Freedom Flame. I offer It now so freely, so lovingly and hopefully, and remain your Eternal Friend of changeless Love, Light, and Truth - The Ascended Master Saint Germain

Beloved Saint Germain

through the Messenger, Mark Lyle Prophet, 1958
Message from Beloved Lord Merlin

From: Natalie Glasson

Saint Germain as Merlin

Creating Reality

“I am Lord Merlin, a great wizard, magician and ascended master existing on the inner planes with my heart and soul devoted to Mother Earth and the ascension of humanity. In my previous communication I brought forth an understanding of the growth and development that Mother Earth is now undergoing and achieving, which humanity may mirror at a later date on the Earth. I now wish to speak with you sharing my wisdom in the hope of inspiring and energising your focus and spiritual growth on the Earth. I work with and have accepted the energy and consciousness of magic. On the Earth Magic is seen as false impressions, illusions or distractions of the mind in order to manifest a result that is unbelievable or awe inspiring but the Magic that I hold within my soul is so much more than this. It is a consciousness, an aspect of the Creator’s soul and a teaching that is very powerful and advanced. Magic is very much a state of mind and being, it is an acceptance of teachings that are so ancient which were in existence before the Earth was created. Many masters accept the higher realms of the Creator’s universe and energy in order to study magic which is an understanding of energy and manifestation. It is an advanced process that requires the mind to be truly expansive and the soul to be tremendously energised and powerful. It is with this foundation that a master is able to be receptive to the ancient energies and consciousness of magic, manipulating, changing and transforming energies. This wisdom descends from the Creator, it is a method used by the Creator in order to manifest the numerous realities that exist within the Creator’s universe and beyond.”
I, Lord Merlin have studied the ancient energies of magic and continue to explore and integrate with this sacred energy, understanding and knowledge but I wish to assist you in understanding that you hold a small aspect of the Creator’s ancient teachings of magic within you. The basic foundation of the Creator’s magic teachings is to understand and to truly believe that you have the power to make changes in your reality. Your reality is yours to explore, to alter and to allow to unfold as you wish. This is a comprehension that all masters must have in order to be considered for integration with the magic teachings of the Creator. It is a concept that is not new to many but when you begin to put it into practice you are preparing yourself for the magic teachings of the Creator. Accepting that you create your own reality can be difficult for some but for most it seems logical and acceptable. To allow your mind to be accepting of this concept is wonderful and encouraging but to take the step beyond this realisation is where difficulties can arise, this is because accepting and believing are very different things.

When you accept you acknowledge and become acquainted with the idea. To believe is to have faith and trust in the idea, to create action and to place effort in achieving a goal or desire. If you believe that you are in control of your reality and that you create every experience both good and bad in your life then you are actively starting to put effort and action into this realisation in order to make changes in your life. We must remember that knowledge or insights are insignificant unless they are experienced in our reality and existence, this is when we truly understand the knowledge grasped. To understand and exist as a being who appreciates that they create their reality and actively creates the reality they wish to experience is the first stage of preparing to accept the Creator’s ancient teachings of magic.

We are each an aspect of the Creator and so are creators, produces, inventors and makers ourselves, but this creation must come from within us, from the essence of our beings. This is our magic. It is our ability to understand what is needed in our reality to allow us to follow the correct path for us and to anchor or manifest it within our reality. It is important that this develops from your soul or Creator presence because it is this energy that holds the truth whereas your mind is influenced by desires of the personality. If you are finding that you are bored and that your life seems dull then you are not connecting with the magic within you, the basic understanding that you influence your life and so your life is as exciting and inspirational as you want to make it. This can be difficult to take on board because it means that you have to take responsibility and therefore cannot blame another for anything you experience in your life. Understanding your emotions, feels and thoughts while trying to achieve this concept is a large part of the basic preparatory magic teachings.

By sharing my awareness with you I am sharing or activating the Creator’s magic teachings within you, encouraging you to go forth to create magic in your reality. This is to simply create changes or to manifest what you desire and dream of. Remember that while the action of making changes is important, gaining an understanding of your life and the areas you are happy with and disappointed with is much more important as you begin to look within you and realise that beliefs, emotions and energies that you hold on to may be linked to the manifestations of either positive or negative experiences in your reality. In many ways we have to change our energies with and our beliefs in order to clear areas of disappointment and energise or manifest areas and experiences of wonder, satisfaction and joy.
Remember that magic is not necessarily a wonderful and powerful energy but it is a state of being and understanding, it is a process of discovery.

Magic comes from within us; if we are bored and life is dull then we are not creating magic. I ask that you place your trust in me and allow yourself to follow the guidance that I wish to share with you.

Firstly I wish for you to sit peacefully gaining a deep meditative state that is appropriate for you; then please invoke me to draw close to you.

Lord Merlin, I honour your presence and the insights that you wish to share with me, I ask that you draw close to my energies now and assist me in appreciating and accepting your presence around me.

(Give yourself time to sense or acknowledge my energy)

Lord Merlin, I ask that you assist me in activating the magic of the Creator that I hold within my soul, let the mind and intentions of my soul come forth into my comprehension so that I may accept and understand the wisdom available to me. Help me to feel the presence of magic around and within me and assist me in accepting that I am the creator of my reality. Help me to now change or enhance my reality by observing the beliefs, emotions and thoughts within me. Allow me to understand how to make the changes that are appropriate for me, comprehending my reality and myself in a new way. I ask that you now guide me on this process of discovery. Thank you.

(Give yourself time to sense or experience)

Again I am asking you to draw upon the trust and belief within you as these are needed in order to comprehend the teachings of magic. When we do not trust we close down our minds and hearts and block all inspiration or insights from crossing our path. To remain in a state of faith is to remain in a state of openness and acceptance.

Let the magic of the Creator activate from within you, manifesting miracles all around you.

I am Lord Merlin”

(Thru Natalie Glasson and for more on this to: http://wisdomofthelight.com/Lord_Merlin.html)
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